
Cooljacketwith
Keep it Cool...

Mailers!thermal

Cooljacket thermal mailers are the ideal way to protect your perishable items during 

transit. These light-weight insulated mailers are made from a durable, moisture 

resistant, multi-layer blend of co-extruded polyethylene film. The exterior film is laminated 

to a unique insulating lining that not only keeps your perishable items fresh, but also 

protects from damage. The bright white exterior film creates the professional image you 

are looking for and our pressure sensitive self-seal adhesive closure system is reliable, 

tamper-evident and easy to use. This is the perfect mailer for laboratory specimens, 

pharmaceuticals, perishable food items and most other temperature sensitive product.

Custom Solutions

Cooljackets can be sized to meet your specific requirements. Make your Cooljacket 

even “cooler” with custom printing! Our six color printing capabilities enables us to 

print even the most complex designs.

Benefits

• Superior insulated properties combined with gel packs keep perishable product at the required
temperature during transit.
• Compared to insulated totes and foam coolers, you will save on freight costs, warehouse storage

space and pallet space.
• Cushioned insulation helps protect product from damage.
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Cooljacket

Custom Capabilities 

Custom, high quality graphics 

with up to six ink colors on two 

sides. Enhances your corporate 

image and product value with 

immediate brand recognition. 

Custom sizes available.

Closure System

Pressure sensitive (self-seal) 

adhesive closure is reliable and 

tamper-evident. Anti-stat release 

liner peels off quickly. Easy to load 

contents and seal package when 

the packing process needs to be 

fast and efficient.

Exterior Film

Multi-layer (co-extruded) 

polyethylene film. Durable, 

moisture resistant with 

exceptional puncture resistance 

and tear strength. Clean white, 

aesthetic appearance.

Construction 

Sideweld heat seals and bottom 

fold construction offers superior 

bursting strength. Your contents 

will remain secure from the point 

of origin to its destination.

Interior Insulation

Foil-lined foam insulation keeps 

your temperature sensitive 

product at its required state 

and perishable items fresh 

while providing effective 

cushioning for more fragile 

products during transit.
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